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Volume 25 No.1

Well we are back....as announced at the last Club Meeting, I am resuming as Editor of 'in Miniature' in 2011.
As I have now had the Operation for Cataracts on the first eye, I now have vision good enough to work on
the Editorial duties. This issue is one month later than usual as i had to wait until the Operation was done in
late March. The intention is to catch up on the schedule by issuing 25/2 at the end of June.
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this
issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Clarke Cone, Ley Reynolds, Bruce Chapman, Mike
Winters. Alan Yee & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to
copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written permission. I also am grateful to John Baxter, Ley
Reynolds & Kel Perks for the review material.
Don't forget that all and any contributions to this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to
the editorial address (P.O Box and email listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without
written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192
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Navy’s last fixed wing aircraft - Fokker F27-500 VH-EWP, RAN LADS FLIGHT
by Mike Prince

Director Charting Services, Australian Hydrographic Service (and
former Commanding Officer RAN LADS Flight)

When people think of the Royal Australian Navy and operating fixed
wing aircraft, most consider that the demise of fixed wing Naval
aviation occurred between 1982 and 1984, first with the
decommissioning of the aircraft carrier HMAS Melbourne then the sale
of the remaining A4 Skyhawks to New Zealand.
Some may remember that the Navy continued to operate two HS748
aircraft into the late 1990s in the electronic warfare training role as a
means to train warship crews against jamming and interference of their
radars and communications.
However, only a very few will know that the last fixed wing aircraft to
be owned and operated by the Royal Australian Navy was a humble
Fokker F27 ‘Friendship’.
This was operated by the Navy’s
Hydrographic Service from 1991 to 2009, fitted out as a specialist
airborne hydrographic survey aircraft using the Laser Airborne Depth
Sounder (LADS) system which, at the time of its introduction, was the
only system of its type in the world. In 2009 the aircraft was sold out
of service and replaced by a leased De Havilland Canada Dash 8.
Since then the Fokker has continued to operate on a commercial
basis, still fitted out as a dedicated hydrographic survey aircraft.
It is perhaps fitting that the Hydrographic Service was the last fixed
wing aircraft operator within the RAN as it was also the first – in 192425 the RAN survey ship HMAS Geranium embarked a Fairey IIID
seaplane and deployed with it to support survey operations within the
Great Barrier Reef.
This aircraft was used with great success
identifying and delineating numerous reefs and channels along remote
parts of the coastline and contributed significantly to opening up vital
shipping routes along the Queensland coast. 90 years later Navy’s
F27 was still performing similar tasks, though at rates and levels of
accuracy never even thought possible all those years earlier.

Once the technology had been developed, under Hydrographic
Service sponsorship, this capability became a Navy acquisition project
in its own right with a contract awarded to a consortium lead by BHP
Engineering to develop an operational system for Navy use.
In addition to BHP Engineering (prime contractor) the consortium
included Fairey Aviation (aircraft acquisition and conversion), and
Vision Abell (laser and processing systems development).
Initial
plans were built around Navy using a leased aircraft.
This was
acquired from East West Airlines in 1989, though after a number of
contractual rearrangements between consortium partners it was
considered simpler if Navy exercised the option to buy the aircraft in
1991 rather than continue to lease. Prior to delivery of the capability,
Vision Abell became the prime contractor, soon becoming LADS
Corporation, then a decade later becoming Tenix LADS Corporation.
Throughout these contractual changes the aircraft remained under
Navy ownership, with the Air Operator’s Certificate held by Air Cruising
Australia, then Executive Airlines, based at Essendon in Victoria.
These companies provided pilots and aircraft maintainers, while LADs
Corporation provided overall logistics management, LADS air and
ground system maintainers, as well as airfield and site facilities.
Despite the apparent complexity of these arrangements they worked
remarkably well.

Development
The possibility of using a laser to map the seabed was discovered by
the Defence Department’s Weapons Research Establishment (WRE now Defence Science and Technology Organisation). The discovery
was made while exploring the possibility of using a laser to conduct
terrain mapping. When the RAAF C-47 in which the equipment was
fitted flew over the lake, the operators noted that, although much of the
laser’s signal reflected off the surface of the lake as expected, a small
and unexpected return from the lake bed was also noted.
In 1972 the Hydrographer of Australia requested that the WRE then
investigate possibility of using lasers to survey the seabed. Trial
aircraft during this program included a RAAF C-47 then a Beechcraft
King Air carrying development systems known as WRELADS I and II.
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Fokker F27 VH-EWP
The Navy’s Fokker F27 started life with East West Airlines in 1976. It
was registered as VH-EWP and retains this registration to this day;
though in Navy service its radio call-sign was simply “Navy Survey”.
Throughout Navy service it remained on the civil register as a
passenger aircraft, though the volume and weight of survey systems
onboard reduced its passenger capacity from 52 to a maximum of 18.
In normal operations it had a maximum seating capacity of eight plus
the standard crew of two pilots and two operators, but typically flew
with only the pilots, two operators and a trainee. Higher numbers
were usually only carried on deployment ferry flights.
During
deployment flights some seats in the forward half of the aircraft were
reinstalled; at all other times only the seats and a table in the rear of
the cabin remained fitted.

the system operators used the VHF and satellite telephone. The latter
was intended for back-to-base logistics communications only.
g) Long range fuel tank. While not visible externally, the presence of
the tank created reduced cabin headroom in the vicinity of the wings.

Modifications to the aircraft’s airframe included:

h) Improved cabin cooling. The aircraft was fitted with enlarged cabin
air intakes on the rear fuselage, as well as improved air-conditioning
capacity. The original intention was that heat from the laser would be
dissipated into the cabin, then the cabin cooled by improvements to
the air-conditioning system.
As this proved totally inadequate in
summer and especially in the tropics, the forward window escape
hatch under the starboard wing was also modified with both a ram air
inlet and outlet. This was connected to a heat exchanger plumbed
and mounted in the cabin. As the reduction in escape hatches limited
the number of passengers which could be carried, this window escape
hatch could be replaced with a standard hatch for deployment ferry
flights.

a) Laser bay doors - These were fitted below the fuselage just forward
of the aircraft’s centre of gravity. These consisted of two curved
doors on tracks which slid outward from the aircraft’s centreline prior to
activation of the laser. These were only ever open on the ground
during pre-flight system tests.
If the laser was ever fired on the
ground it was surrounded by a blackout curtain rigged below the
aircraft.
In such cases sentries were also posted to prevent the
aircraft being approached.

Equipment carried in the aircraft was extensive. However, particular
care was taken not to interfere with the aircraft’s structure in order to
ensure that it remained registered as a passenger aircraft. This, in
turn, meant that the aircraft could be used to ferry all unit personnel to
and from forward operating bases. To achieve this, the equipment
was treated as “cargo” and all except the laser platform , mounted to
the existing seat rails. This equipment included:

b) Laser bay window - This was fitted inside the laser bay doors. The
window was optically perfect and was able to withstand cabin
pressures up to an operating ceiling of 20,000 ft.
c) The laser platform - This included the laser, scanning mirror (which
‘flicked’ the beam from side to side), receiver, camera and attitude
sensor on a gimballed and rotating platform. Driven by the attitude
sensor, the platform was able to accommodate aircraft roll, pitch and
yaw up to defined limits.
The laser operated at two frequencies
enabling a fixed infra-red beam to shine vertically downward to the sea
surface, giving extremely accurate height, while a visible green beam
reflected off an oscillating mirror to create a scanning pattern that
created the actual depth measurements.
As the aircraft operated
mainly from mid afternoon to night to avoid strong sunlight being
reflected off the water the green light show could be quite spectacular.
d) Additional track keeping equipment installed in the pilots instrument
panel.
This included both visual displays showing aircraft height,
speed and distance off track, as well as interfaces with the autopilot.
e) Global Positioning Systems. This initially included a single dual
frequency military Rockwell receiver visible on the cabin roof just
ahead of the wings, but later included two survey GPS receivers on
the cabin roof just inboard from the flaps.
f) Marine VHF radio. This was in addition to HF, UHF and satellite
telephone. In general terms, the pilots used the HF and UHF, while

a) System cabinets. Four equipment cabinets were located in the
forward cabin (two each side) covering navigation, power distribution,
laser power and data logging. These were located aft of the forward
cargo door and ahead of the laser platform. All equipment cabinets
were the same dimensions and stood approximately 1.4m high. One
additional equipment cabinet was mounted on the port side
immediately ahead of the forward window exit, with the laser heat
exchanger in a similar position on the starboard side below the
modified forward window escape hatch.
b) The operators’ console. This consisted of work stations for the
flight survey coordinator (mission commander) and the system
operator. If a series of long runs were being undertaken, the mission
and system could be run by one person on a rotating basis, although
two were always carried.
However, for flights with a very large
number of short runs, things got very busy indeed. The twin consoles
consisted of two multifunction displays with standard computer
keyboards beneath.
Communications and camera controls were
mounted between the two work stations.
The consoles were
mounted to the starboard seat rails with the two operators seated on
the aircraft centreline facing to starboard.
c) Crew facilities. In the vicinity of the window escape hatches were
one row of standard seating on the port side and three rows (with a
table in between) on the starboard side. The standard F27 galley
area was retained opposite the main cabin door.
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Colour Schemes
Navy Survey’ stayed in one basic scheme throughout its period of RAN
service and even into its later life when sold to Fugro Survey.
This
scheme consisted of a white fuselage and light grey wings with a dark
blue fin and rudder.
While in some images it appears the lower
fuselage may have been light grey this was never the case; the hard
edge of the shaded area is a combination of lighting and the hard
transition in fuselage cross section in this area.
The aircraft also carried a large red and white LADS emblem on the all
blue tail. The emblem consisted of a stylised white “L” arranged to look
like the lines of a hydrographic survey, interspersed with red spots from
the laser. While red, white and blue was chosen for patriotic reasons,
it would actually have been more accurate if the spots were green as
this is how they are seen at night when the aircraft is actually operating.
When the aircraft was finally sold, the tail emblem was neither
obliterated from ‘EWP nor added to the replacement aircraft. However,
it may be added at the next scheduled repaint of the Dash 8.
Throughout all this period it carried its civil registration below the port
wing and on both sides of the fin fillet in black, though the style of the
latter changed slightly in 2003. The aircraft also carried ‘Hydrography’
and the unit identity in black on the rear fuselage sides and a prominent
yellow laser radiation warning sign low in the mid fuselage area.
Throughout most of its service life the aircraft carried military roundels
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on the rear fuselage. These were initially at mid fuselage height and
were offset between port and starboard sides to avoid the cabin doors.
After a brief period without roundels from early 2003 they reappeared in
2005 higher up on the fuselage, this time positioned symmetrically on
port and starboard sides.
The aircraft acquired a yellow star in 1995 under the port cockpit window
as a result of winning a fleet unit award known as the Kelly Shield – the
efficiency of the LADS Flight was such that it didn’t disappear until 2003.
Throughout this time the LADS Flight consistently outstripped the
combined efforts of all other Navy survey units by a considerable
margin. After this, the advancing age of the aircraft and survey systems
began to be felt.
Despite the consistency of the overall scheme, there were a number of
detail changes.
From completion of conversion in 1990 until a major
repaint in 2003 the aircraft wore an almost unique Navy logo in blue and
gold on the upper forward fuselage. During the major servicing and
repaint in January and February 2003 thhttp://by154w.bay154.mail.live.
com/default.aspx?wa=wsignin1.0is was replaced with a somewhat more
‘official’ as well as less dated Navy crest and revised lettering lower and
further forward.
At the same time the roundels were temporarily
removed, not reappearing until the next major servicing in early 2005.
When reinstated they were in new positions.
Other changes in 2003
included changing the radar dome from black to white, subtle changes
to the fin registration and all escapes and exit outlines changed from
Black to Grey.

Photos
(1-6) Initial scheme (1990-2002).
In photo 6 a small square GPS
antenna can be seen on top of the wing route, just inboard of the flap
hinge line. And identical antenna was located on the starboard side.
Note that the aircraft was always seen at rest and taxiing with the flaps
lowered one third.
(7) Returning from a survey flight over Lihou Reef in the Coral Sea in
late 1999. We had great fun talking on marine VHF radio to a barge
working on the reef as he complained about some pesky aircraft buzzing
him at low altitude. The photo was taken by a Coastwatch aircraft after
we spotted then handed over tracking a ‘vessel of interest’ further out
into the Coral Sea.
Note the Kelly Shield ‘star’ below the cockpit
window. The aircraft had recently returned from operations over East
Timor.
(8) Cockpit and instrument panel.
The upper multi-function display
provided track, height and speed information to the pilots, including
tracking information during turns.
The lower screen displayed the
radar. All remaining instruments were analogue. Turns were generally
flown by hand with the autopilot engaged once settled on line unless
conditions proved challenging. The upper switch gear controlled power
to the laser and systems, communications via the additional LADS
intercom and external channels, as well as a master over-ride to inhibit
the laser in an emergency. The operators had a similar master override.
Both cockpit and operator over-ride switches had to be in the
enabled position for the laser to fire.
(9) Stabilized laser platform, laser, frequency doubler and attitude
sensor.
(10) Looking aft to the operator stations for the Flight Survey
Coordinator (Mission Commander) and Flight Survey Operator.

(11) A visitor briefing on the ground. Note the low clearance beneath
the wing. This area contained an extended range fuel tank.
(12-13) Operations over Sydney Harbour, Jun 2002, including possibly
annoying Point Piper residents.
Two days earlier the RAAF got in
trouble for conducting a photo shoot of one of their new in-flight
refuelling tankers being escorted over the city and harbour by two F/A18s. The sight of an airliner being escorted by two fighters weaving
about it caused widespread panic and media criticism in a post 9-11
environment. Learning from their mistakes, we got great publicity for
giving advance warning of survey operations in the same area. The
primary GPS antenna can be seen just ahead of the wing leading edge
on the aircraft centreline.
(14-26) Walk-around of the LADS Flight’s Fokker F27-500 VH-EWP
‘Navy Survey’ in its 2003-2005 colour scheme (without roundels). Note
the revised escape and exit surrounds, white radar dome, new Navy
logo and crest, subtly revised fin registration and lack of star below the
port cockpit window. The aft GPS antennas adjacent the flaps have
been removed. In photos 19 and 20 the laser heat exchanger intake
can just be seen fitted to the starboard forward window escape hatch.
This remained in place except when ferry flights with more than nine
personnel onboard were undertaken. When undertaking the latter, a
standard window escape hatch was refitted, along with extra seats in the
cabin.
(27) Participating in an air show at RAAF Edinburgh during a lull in
survey operations over SA waters. Note the laser bay doors open and
the revised position of the roundel.
Note – Photos 1 & 2 are on the cover of this issue.
All photos courtesy Australian Hydrographic Service, Royal Australian
Navy
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Tamiya Matilda

by Mike Winters of IPMS Santa Rosa, California
Mike Winters of IPMS Santa Rosa, California, sent the following email
to IPMS NSW:
Greetings,
I thought I would share a few shots of my newly finished Matilda. It is
configured as an Australian machine in 1945. The Tamiya kit got help
from Eduard, Firestorm and scratch building.
I have a special place in my heart for the Australians who did far more
than their share to halt fascism in the Second World War. I hope you
all can enjoy my tribute.
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Pitch Black 2010

by Steve Mackenzie
These photos are from the Pitch Black excercise in Jul 2010 and show
the Hornet and Hawk participants. There were also airframes from
New Zealand, Signapore etc involved plus RAAF F-111s, Hercules
and others.
If you require the original 3000 dpi scans or the captions, see the Pitch
Black Excercise page in the ADF Media site under 2010.
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Hawker Hind (ex Afghanistan)

by Ley Reynolds
In the early 1970s two airframes were donated by the Afghan Air Force
to the U.K. They were restored (one in Afghan markings), which is now
in the RAF Museum per the attached photos from Ley.
One of the better outcomes of the current situation in Afghanistan is
that the remains of six+ former Afghan Air Force Hinds were recovered
from an aircraft dump (near Kabul from memory) in 2004. This was no
easy task actually, as the area was liberally covered with deadly antipersonnel mines !!
They were returned to the UK and the parts are being used to restore
several of them.
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Vickers Six Ton Tank

by Ley Reynolds
Also from Ley (no it's not the Ley Reynolds issue, it's just starting to
look that way !!) are three sets of Walkaround photos of Vickers Tanks
diplayed in Museums (the 1st one is in Finland, I'm not sure about the
others).
This was a very important vehicle as they were exported to many
countries. Also the Russian T-26 (of which there were many 1000s
built) was a Vickers in it's original form. There were many variants of
the T-26 and the later ones were considerably upgraded with much
bigger guns etc.
Text courtesy of the Editor
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SR53 Rocket Powered Interceptor

The SR53 is also in the RAF Museum (same as the Afghan Hind on
another page) per the attached photos from Ley.
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by Ley Reynolds
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RAF Museum visit 2010

By Bruce Chapman
Bruce Chapman has kindly passed a disk of photos to me for use on
the Club CDs of his overseas trip in 2010. They will be run over
subsequent issues.
The first part shows photos taken during a visit to the RAF Museum.
More will follow next issue.
Text courtesy of the Editor
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Alan Yee Photographic Collection

By Alan Yee
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large
collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.
II. Many of these photos are from an era from which few good
illustrations turn up in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of
much of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a
selection of his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will
select some for use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a
random theme as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular
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airframe or type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround
of a particular airframe.
Alan has kindly sent me a disk with images from the Classic car
Shows in 2010 and 2011 This month we have Part 1 of 2010. Part 2
will be in the next issue.(Steve - Editor).
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Pz.IV Brummbaer at Aberdeen Proving Grounds

By Clarke Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their
performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV
modellers would be well aware, many of these vehicles (and guns)
have been on outside display at the Ground's museum for many
years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as
references for kits that have been released over the years.</p>
This month we have a German Pz.IV Brummbaer. There is no
shortage of kits of these in various scales, so these photos will be
very useful to those Modellers working on this subject.
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Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his
written authorisation.
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.
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Images from the Photographic Library of the
Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives,
nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and
computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P020505 - WRE RAAF Edinburgh c.1960. RAF Canberra
PR.3s, RAAF Canberra Mk.20 (ARDU), Meteor U.15 Drones,
RAF 49 Sqn Valiant B.1 WZ399, C-47A Dakota, Lincoln Mk.20
(6 Sqn RAAF), P2V-5 Neptunes (11 Sqn RAAF), and Bristol
Freighter Mk.21B (1 ATU RAAF).
P020943 - 12 Squadron RAAF, Townsville, April 1976. CH47C Chinnok A47-10 Taxying.
P020944 - 33 Squadron RAAF, Fairbairn, c.1980. Boeing 707338C A20-624.

P020946 - 36 Squadron RAAF, Richmond, April 1976. C-130A
Hercules A97-215 with another coming into land. 2 Sqn RAAF
Canberra in the distance.
P020947 - 36 Squadron RAAF, Townsville, April 1976. C-130A
Hercules A97-212 coming into land.
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P020948 - 36 Squadron RAAF, Townsville, April
1976. C-130A Hercules A97-212 taxying past
another.
P020950 - 10 Squadron & School of Air
Navigation RAAF, Townsville, Oct 1783. Four of
SAN's HS.748 Series 228s A10-601, 609 and 2
others, with three 10 Sqn SP-2H Neptunes, unk
plus A89-273 and 271 in front of the Hangar.
P020951 - RAAF Richmond, April 1976.
Roulettes' MB.326Hs A7-014, 057 and 3 others
with a Mirage, a 5 Sqn RAAF UH-1B Iroquois and
three C-130A Hercules of 36 Sqn parked behind.

P020954 - 816 Squadron RAN, East Sale, c.1973. S-2E
Tracker N12-153605/850 taxying.
P020955 - 10 Squadron RAAF, Townsville, April 1976. SP-2H
Neptune A89-280 taxying.
And on the next page
P020952 - Weapons Research Establishment, Woomera
c.1962. Meteor U.21A A77-882 outside a Hangar with a
DH.115 Vampire T.35 next to it.
P020953 - RAAF, Townsville, c.1988. Meteor Mk.8 A77-876 of
23 Sqn, Canberra Mk.20 A84-244 of 2 Sqn, C-47B Dakota of
86 Wing and a P2V-5F Neptune of 11 Sqn.
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Editor's Notes - Mick sent a disk of photos from the collection of
the AHMWA. They will be run over the next few issues on this page.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of various RAAF
subjects.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify
items required. (Steve)
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RAAF Oddity #33 - Alouette III

lineup of all 3 on tarmac, Aloutte III A5-167 in the foreground. Photo: RAAF Official.

by Steve Mackenzie
In 1961 the Weapons Research Establishment of the Department of
Supply had a requirement for a utility helicopter for use at Woomera.
No 1 Air Trials Unit (1ATU) RAAF had operated 2 Bristol Sycamore
helicopters (A91-1 and A91-2) in support of WRE since the 1950s, but
several types were considered as replacements. One was the Bell UH1B Iroquois, which had already been ordered by the RAAF, but DOS
the selected the Alouette III due to cost and availability factors and 3
were ordered in October 1963.

Blades, Undercarraige Struts and the re-inforcing strip along the lower
rear fuselage are Matt Black. The tail rotor, while it looks Black in most
photos, was actually striped Red/Yellow (which can just be seen if you
blow up the larger heading photo). Instrument panels etc should be
Black (as they are in other Alouette photos).

The Alouette III first flew on 28 February 1959. Made by Sud Aviation
(which later became the Aerospatiale Helicopter Corporation), the
SE3160-3 Alouette III entered production in 1961 and 1500 of this
model were finally produced. The Alouette (Lark) had been by far the
most successful European helicopter (over 70 Air Forces using them),
owing a lot to the Turbomeca company's development of a light turbine
aero engine.
The MOS aircraft were shipped direct from Sud Aviation, Marseilles,
France, to Adelaide and transported by road to Woomera. A5-166 and
A5-167, were received at Woomera on 7 Feb 1964, followed by A5165, on 19 Feb. The aircraft were assembled and handed over to
1ATU on 10 Apr and the 1st flight was made at Woomera on 16 Apr by
S.Ldr D.C. White in A5-167.
In 1967 the aircraft were transferred to the Department of Supply and,
issued with the civilian registrations VH-UPN, VH-UPO and VK-UPP.
Later they were stored at Woomera after over fifteen years utilisation,
each with about 2600 hours flying time. They were sold in June 1980
to Roberts Aircraft Inc of Casa Grande, Arizona, USA, for between
$118,000 and $132,000 each.
The airframes were overall Gloss White originally (although they
matted down considerably with hard use). The Engine, main Rotor
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Another photo from the same series, this time sourced from
the AWM site.

Two more photos this time of A5-166 and 167 in flight, once again sourced from the AWM site.
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Book Reviews
Allied Wings No 9 - The North American B25 in RAAF Service
Published by PhilEditions
I’ve been eagerly awaiting this one and when it was given to me to
review; I was strangely pleased to see it in an A4 size format; very
different from the B5 size of previous titles. Apparently this is the way
all future Allied Wings publications will appear. Now, the information
within, in both text and tabular form is very good, as are the four colour
profiles at the back. And along with the new and heavily reduced price
tag, these are the best things going for Allied Wings No 9.
As its priced at just $20, it’s a real bargain, but, lower production costs
and thus savings passed onto the buyer are negated slightly by the use
of non-coated paper and its resultant ‘fuzziness’ in mainly picture
reproduction; and there are some minor problems with some lines of
text going ‘italicised’. Having shown some colleagues, the booklet,
they didn’t like the new plastic covering sheet at the front to help
protect the stiff card cover and commented on the picture quality. To
me, it’s of no particular importance, but again it may not suit all
purchasers. The important thing here is the information on just one
RAAF squadron’s use of this famous twin-engined bomber in the
SWPA.
Now, I’m being picky. But when I review a book, I do have to tell it the
way it is or at least the way I see it. These minor problems mentioned
above might put some buyers off, but it’s still a very important booklet
covering a very interesting aircraft in RAAF service.
Am I
dissatisfied? – No, definitely not. Would I recommend this booklet? –
Yes I would, but with the reservation that you should perhaps ‘see
before you buy’. On the other hand, a $20 investment in an unseen
booklet is not a major risk. Worthwhile risk? Too right!
Editors Note - as I contributed some photos for the book, I received a
copy from Phillipe Listermann the Publisher several months ago. In my
opinion the photo reproduction is quite good, in many cases the
photops are better reproductions than printed elsewhere, for instance
the 2 sqn History where they were quite small. While they may have
been a bit better on glossy paper, that would have more than doubled
the price !!)
It’s available from Platypus Publications and Hyland’s Bookshop (9654
7448 or email neil@hylandsbookshop.com.au) .Many thanks to Ley
Reynolds of Platypus Publications for the review copy.

Review By John Baxter

“Model Aircraft”
Earlier this decade SAM Publications launched a magazine called
Model Aircraft Monthly which for a number of years looked like a
collection of articles desperately in need of an editor. UK modeling
identity, APMA member and all round good bloke, Neil Robinson, took
on this role and turned MAM into the best UK modeling magazine
extant, if a tad pom-centric (not necessarily a bad thing).
Last year Neil left for other pastures and the name changed to Military
Aircraft Monthly. Also gone were the modelling articles as the
magazine morphed into a poor man’s Flight, only now rather septiccentric. The April issue sees more changes – now called Model
Aircraft and with the return of modeling articles (a good thing) and
pages of new release announcements and reviews (a bad thing). This
reviewer can see little difference from the other SAM Publications
magazine, Scale Aviation Modeller International (aka Son-of-Sam),
other than the sometimes dubious colour artwork of the latter, although
this feature may possibly appear in due course. Does the world need
two near identical magazines from the same publisher one must ask?
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It would be churlish to judge a magazine on the format/content of its
first issue. However I would not be rushing to take out a subscription
until a good few more issues have appeared and their articles read.

Review By Ley Reynolds

Book Reviews
From Controversy to Cutting Edge
Imagine the Sopwith Camel in RAAF service as a frontline aircraft from
1917 to 1954, or the Supermarine Spitfire from late 1942 to 1979. It’s
had to conceive of that, isn’t it? And yet the General Dynamics F-111
served as the RAAF’s frontline strike aircraft for 37 years, the same
time frame I’ve used with the two examples at the start of this
paragraph. There aren’t too many aircraft to compare but DC-3s, B52s and Dassault Mirages are also contenders, although not all in
Australian service.
This book, written by former senior RAAF officer Mark Lax and
released after the F-111 was finally withdrawn from service, fills a
vacant gap of RAAF aircraft types in print quite nicely. It’s a well
written and easily readable account of the F-111 from the political
decisions taken to replace the BAC Canberra and carrying on through
its service life, practically dragging the RAAF into a more sophisticated
service responsible for more than dropping iron bombs!
Not since the Aerospace Publications by Stuart Wilson of RAAF aircraft
has there been anything of substance written on the RAAF’s F-111s.
So this is long overdue. It’s a good read particularly on the political
side of things. For instance, the General Dynamics design was not the
preferred option but US Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara
wanted the General Dynamics design to win the competition and so it
did, despite the Boeing design winning every category of the tender
process!
It contains 263 pages for the six extensive chapters with copious end
notes for each one, 132 colour and black & white photos and eight
superb colour side views and additional tail art by renowned aviation
artist Juanita Franzi. My recommendation, well it’s the only game in
town, so you’ve got to have a copy if you’re the least bit interested in
the RAAF’s F-111. It’s very, very good without being spectacular. The
amount of information is considerable. If something better comes
along, well and good, but if it doesn’t and you missed this one, well
you’ve only have yourself to blame. And it’s inexpensive for what it is!
Do yourself a favour – get it! Now!
Available from Hylands Bookshop (03 9654 7448) or www.
hylandsbookshop.com.au ) for just $44, it’s great value for such a
large hardback book with laminated pictorial covers.

Review By John Baxter

Flying Boats of the Empire
Imagine, if you will, the romance, thrill and luxury of air travel aboard a
Shorts Empire flying boat en route from England across the Med and
the Middle East to Colombo, Singapore and eventually, Australia. Or
across the Atlantic, connecting the old and new worlds by air. Or
you’re flying down the length of Africa after crossing the Bay of Biscay
and then either down the west coast or via exotic Cairo down to Cape
Town. You’re cruising at a sedate 170 mph, no higher than 6,000 feet
as you cross the plains of Africa with all the modern conveniences
aboard more akin to sea travel than air travel at your disposal and the
wild game arrayed below for your viewing pleasure.
Add to this air safety accident reports highlighting the dangers and lack
of modern air legislation, no navigation aids or any safety instructions
to passengers culminating in a string of near disasters and fatal
accidents. Hand all this to a Hollywood producer and you have, as a
result in my opinion, a Hollywood movie script encapsulating all these
things vital to a good screen play.
Such is ‘Flying Boats of the Empire’. I’d long had a fascination with
flying boats and amphibious aircraft and looked forward with some
anticipation to this book. It’s unlike any I’ve read or reviewed before.
The writing style is that of Hollywood, neatly including drama, romance,
danger and breathtakingly adventurous travel just prior to the Second
World War and then through it. It covers the production of the Shorts
flying boats from 1936 until the last one was scraped in 1954, their

introduction into service, their fragility and their value to air travel.
This is not a book to reach out and grab every aviation enthusiast, but
it does offer a vital look at the British Empire flying boats and their
history and how far air safety has travelled since those days. I found it
a very interesting read, although in a style that didn’t really suit me.
But, that’s personal taste.
It’s a 272 page hardback by Richard Knott, who is not your usual
aviation writer. There are a number of black and white photographs
and maps along with chapter Notes and References, extensive
Appendices and Bibliography. In all, it’s a fascinating read of a bygone
era with a history of each of the forty-one boats
It’s available from Hylands Bookshop in Melbourne (03 9654 7448
or
w w w .hylandsbookshop.com.au)
for
about
$55.
Recommendation, if you like seaplanes, flying boats or
amphibians, or a different aspect of early air travel, you definitely
need to pick this one up. Many thanks to Ms Orietta Colussi at
DLS Australia for the review copy.

Review By John Baxter
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Book Review
American Secret Projects 3
Published by Midland Counties
“When you’re on a good thing, stick to it!” Or so goes the old adage.
And in this case, it is sooo true. The Secret Projects series by Midland/
Ian Allan has proven to be a popular and extremely interesting, well
researched series of books. Starting with the Luftwaffe Projects, with
all the interest in Luftwaffe 1946, and then continuing on with British,
Soviet, Japanese and American Secret Projects, it has proven to be a
winner. This latest publication is no exception.
Written by Tony Buttler, whose aviation files must be most impressive,
this 224 page, A4 sized hardback is a real treasure trove of American
secret projects at an incredibly competitive price. All the old favourites
(B-36, B-47, B-52, B-57, B-58, B-66, XB-70, A2F Intruder, A3J
Vigilante, A4D Skyhawk, LTV A7 Corsair II, General Dynamics TFX or
F-111, Neptunes, Orions, Trackers, Vikings, A10 Warthog - the list
goes on) are here, boosted by numerous lesser or totally unknown
projects. I won’t list them as most will not be recognised but what a
follow on to some of the exotic Luftwaffe ’46 types.
Turbo-props, jets, nuclear powered bombers, parasites, floating
wingtips, swept wings, flying wings and straight leading edge early
types, along with flying boats and attack aircraft, naval and air force,
are all within and brilliantly, but comprehensively explained in easily
readable text. All types are profusely illustrated with 153 colour and
117 b&w photos, 9 colour illustrations, 66 b&w drawings and 141 3views in total. This is a ‘what if’ builder’s heaven and certainly there is
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also something for the aviation enthusiast who might have heard about
one or two of these types but couldn’t find much more. Here it all is –
one volume, superb! But I won’t give the game away by listing all of
the exotic types that were ‘considered’ but had no metal cut. You’ve
got to see it to believe it, yet again!
To say that I’m enthusiastic about this volume is an understatement.
Whilst I’ve enjoyed each and every one (although I’ve been a bit critical
of the Luftwaffe series), this series and in particular this edition, has
steadily grow in stature. I’m very happy to include this one in my
reference library, where I’m sure it will get frequent use.
Do yourself a favour, get yourself into a quality bookshop and have a
good look at this one. You won’t be disappointed.
Available from Hylands Bookshop in Melbourne (03 9654 7448 or
www.hylandsbookshop.com.au ) for about $50. Many thanks to
Ms Orietta Colussi of DLS Australia for the review copy.

Review By John Baxter

Book Review
Topcolours 15018 - Supermarine Spitfire
Mk.VIII
By Tomasz Szlagor (Author), published by Kagero
This excellent book is is one of the latest in Kagero's Top Colour
series. It illustrates the Spitfire Mk.VIII with 19 profiles for
representative airframes. Almost all of the airframes illustrated have
drawings of both the left and right profiles with many having a top view
also. Kagero also provides two large decal sheets with decals for all 19
airframes listed (minus roundels and fin flashes) below in all the major
scales 1/72, 1/48 and 1/32nd.
The majority of the airframes covered are RAAF, with a number from
Italy (inc one 451 Sqn example) plus a single one from SEAC. They are
as follows (as listed by Kagero):
HF.Mk.VIII A58-614, ZP-Q of 457 Squadron RAAF flown by Flight
Lieutenant “Alf” Glendenning
HF.Mk.VIII A58-606, ZP-W of 457 Squadron RAAF flown by the unit’s
Officer Commanding, Squadron Leader B.D. (Bruce Duddridge)
Watson
HF.Mk.VIII JF447, UF-7 of 601 Squadron Royal Air Force (RAF) flown
by the Squadron’s Officer Commanding, Squadron Leader Stanislaw
Skalski
LF.Mk.VIII MT714, FT-T 43 Squadron RAF flown by Flight Lieutenant
A.(Ashley) W. Guest
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 MD324 KW-R of 615 Squadron RAF at Patel, India
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 MT687 BQ-C of 451 Squadron RAAF at Gragnano,
Italy
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 A58-411 QY-P “Betsy” flown by Flying Officer Peter
Bullock of 452 Squadron RAAF
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 A58-516 QY-T flown by Flight Lieutenant L.S.
Crompton of 452 Squadron RAAF
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 A58-517 UP-F “Hava·Go·Jo !!” Flown by Flight
Lieutenant Norm Smithells of 79 Squadron RAAF

HF.Mk.VIII JF404 GZ-M of 32 Squadron RAF at Foggia, Italy
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 A58-379 ZF-Z of 549 Squadron RAF, flown by Flight
Lieutenant E.D. (Ernest Derek) “Dave” Glaser
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 A58-457 “Sweet As A Song” belonging to 457
Squadron RAAF
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 (no serial known) “Betty Jane” CM-M belonging to
Colonel Charles M. McCorkle, the CO of 31st FG
LF.Mk.VIII MT714 LV729 ZX-M of 145 Squadron RAF flown by
Squadron Leader George R.S. McKay
LF.Mk.VIII A58-453 QY-T of 452 Squadron RAAF flown by Flight
Lieutenant William “Ron” Cundy
LF.Mk.VIII A58-522 “HAL-FAR” UP-A of 79 Squadron RAAF flown by
Flight Lieutenant “Len” Reid
LF.Mk.VIII A58-526 UP-L “Avagrog” of 79 Squadron RAAF
There are however a number of errors in Kagero's text and drawings. I
do not believe that it is correct to list JF447, UF-7 and JF404 GZ-M as
being 'HF' models. This is determined by the altitude rating of the
engine fitted, NOT by whether the airframe is fitted with long span
wingtips or painted in the RAF's High Altitude colour scheme (which
JF404 was). Both these airframes were built as standard 'LF' models in
line with the vast majority of Mk.VIIIs built.
Also Dickson's 'WFD' had a locally fitted air intake under the nose
which differs from the usual Vokes Aerovee fitment and also had
clipped wings. Both these points have been missed by Kagero's artist.
The worst problem from the point of view of the RAAF enthusiast
however is that the SWPA RAAF airframes should have Sky Blue code
letters, not White (or in one case a dark RAF Sky colour) used by
Kagero on their profiles and decals. This is a shame as otherwise the
book would have been worth the cost alone for such a comprehensive
set of decals for the Tamiya 1/32 scale Spitfire Mk.VIII kit.
Review copy kindly lent by Kel Perks who acquired it from an
overseas source (it typically retails for around PDST 18.99).

Review By Steve Mackenzie
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